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Observation of pure inverse spin Hall effect in ferromagnetic metals via
ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic exchange-bias structures
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We report that the spin current generated by the spin Seebeck effect (SSE) in yttrium iron garnet (YIG) can be
detected by a ferromagnetic metal (NiFe). By using the ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic (FM/AFM) exchange
bias structure (NiFe/IrMn), the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) and planar Nernst effect (PNE) of NiFe can be
unambiguously separated, allowing us to observe a pure ISHE signal. After eliminating the in-plane temperature
gradient in NiFe, we can even observe a pure ISHE signal without PNE from NiFe itself. It is worth noting that
a large spin Hall angle (0.098) of NiFe is obtained, which is comparable with Pt. This work provides a kind
of FM/AFM exchange bias structure to detect the spin current by charge signals, and highlights that ISHE in
ferromagnetic metals can be used in spintronic research and applications.
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How to generate, manipulate, and detect spin currents
( JS) is a fundamental issue in spintronic research [1,2]. Spin
injection from a ferromagnetic metal [3,4], spin pumping [5,6],
the spin Hall effect (SHE) [7,8], and the spin Seebeck effect
(SSE) [9–15] provide several ways to generate a spin current.
Especially SSE in ferromagnetic insulators (FI) [11–14] has
attracted much attention because a pure spin current can be
generated without any charge flow. The inverse spin Hall effect
(ISHE) [5,16] in heavy metals with strong spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) such as Pt is often used to detect the spin current
by charge signals: EISHE = (θSHρ) JS × σ , where EISHE is
the ISHE electric field, θSH is the spin Hall angle, ρ is the
resistivity, and σ is the unit vector of spin.

As the inverse effect of the anomalous Hall effect (AHE),
ISHE in ferromagnetic metals provides a possibility to detect
the spin current as well. Recently, several works focused on
using ferromagnetic metals instead of metals with strong SOC
to detect the spin current generated by SSE in FI [17–19]. How-
ever, additional anomalous Nernst effect (ANE) and planar
Nernst effect (PNE) in the ferromagnetic metal itself is often
mixed with the ISHE signal in longitudinal and transversal spin
Seebeck measurements respectively. Therefore, in transversal
spin Seebeck measurement, unambiguous separation of PNE
and ISHE signals will be an important step, not only for
exploring the physical mechanism of ISHE in ferromagnetic
metals, but also for future applications in detecting spin
currents.

The exchange-bias phenomenon in the ferromag-
netic/antiferromagnetic (FM/AFM) interface [20,21] can pro-
vide a shift field (HEB) of the magnetization hysteresis loop,
when cooling down to Neel temperature (TN) with a static
magnetic field, which has been used in spin valve struc-
tures for several years. This phenomenon is associated with
the interfacial exchange anisotropy between ferromagnetism
and antiferromagnetism, and ferromagnetism tends to align
parallel with uncompensated spins of antiferromagnetism at
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the interface. Therefore, ferromagnetism has a unidirectional
anisotropy.

In this work, the NiFe/IrMn exchange bias structure has
been employed to detect the spin current in NiFe originating
from SSE in yttrium iron garnet (YIG); Cu was inserted
between NiFe and YIG to decrease the exchange coupling and
to eliminate the possible magnetic proximity effect [22,23].
The temperature gradient ∇T is mainly in plane and along
the exchange bias field axis. However, PNE from NiFe itself
will be involved in ISHE voltages [24,25]. This structure
can separate the magnetization reversal process of YIG and
NiFe. As a result, ISHE and PNE, which are related to the
magnetization states of YIG and NiFe respectively, could be
separated as well.

The detail multilayer film structure is GGG/YIG/Cu(t
nm)/NiFe(5 nm)/IrMn(12 nm)/Ta(5 nm). First, a 3.5 μm YIG
film was grown on a 300 μm GGG(111) substrate using
the liquid phase epitaxial method. Then upper films were
deposited using an ultrahigh vacuum magnetron sputtering
system (ULVAC) at a pressure of 0.16 Pa and a power of
120 W. In order to provide a clear interface between YIG and
Cu, the YIG surface was cleaned for 60 s by Ar plasma in the
vacuum chamber before deposition. A 100 Oe magnetic field
was applied during deposition, which could induce an easy
magnetization axis and an exchange bias of NiFe. Films were
patterned by photolithography combined with Ar ion etching.
Both of the electrodes A and C are of 10 μm × 100 μm in size,
and the size of electrode B is 50 μm × 100 μm (L = 100 μm).
The spacing between A (B) and B (C) is 10 μm.

Figure 1(a) shows the schematic illustration of the measure-
ment method. Electrodes A and C were used to heat the YIG
film by electric currents IH (Keithley 2440), which induced
a transverse temperature gradient ∇T mainly along the y

axis, and the heating power P ∝ I 2
H ∝ ∇T . Because of SSE

in YIG, ∇T produces a spin accumulation at the interface
between YIG and electrode B, and then the spin current is
injected to electrode B. By measuring the voltage along the x

axis in electrode B (Keithley 2182A), the spin current can be
detected by means of ISHE, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The physical
property measurement system (Quantum Design PPMS) was
used to apply the magnetic field and control the temperature.
All measurements were performed at room temperature.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) A schematic of patterned device structures. A and C electrodes are for heating currents IH and the B electrode is
for ISHE voltage VISHE measurement. (b) A schematic illustration of ISHE in electrode B induced by SSE in YIG. The temperature gradient ∇T

is mainly along the y axis and the spin current in B is along the z axis, therefore the ISHE voltage is measured along the x axis. (c) Cross-section
HRTEM results of the YIG/Cu(3 nm)/NiFe(5 nm)/IrMn(12 nm)/Ta(5 nm) sample for detecting the spin current. (d) M-H loops of the YIG/Cu(5
nm)/NiFe(5 nm)/IrMn(12 nm)/Ta(5 nm) sample; the magnetic field is along y axis.

The cross-section high resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) of the GGG/YIG/Cu(3 nm)/NiFe(5
nm)/IrMn(12 nm)/Ta(5 nm) sample was observed by a Tecnai
G2 F20 S-TWIN (200 kV) system. HRTEM results are shown
in Fig. 1(c). The high quality YIG single-crystal structure is
formed on the GGG(111) substrate, and the epitaxial direction
of the YIG film is also along the (111) direction. Four metal
layers deposited by magnetron sputtering are continuous and
flat, and each interface, especially the interface between YIG
and Cu, is very clear and sharp. The spin current is injected
from YIG to films above, so a clear YIG/Cu interface is very
important.

The magnetic hysteresis loop of the GGG/YIG/Cu(5
nm)/NiFe(5 nm)/IrMn(12 nm)/Ta(5 nm) sample was measured
by a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM, MicroSense EZ-9)
with magnetic field applied along the y axis (also the axis of
the exchange bias field), as shown in Fig. 1(d). YIG is a very
soft magnetic material and the saturation field (HS) of YIG is
less than 10 Oe. The inset figure shows the minor M-H loop
from NiFe, and HEB (200 Oe) is enough to distinguish the mag-
netization reversals of NiFe and YIG. Besides, the magnetic
moment from YIG is very large due to its larger thickness.

As reported in previous works [9–14], first we used a 10
nm thick (dPt) Pt film to detect JS induced by SSE in YIG. A
300 nV ISHE voltage is observed as IH = 10 mA in electrode C
is applied with field along the y axis [Fig. 2(a)]. ISHE voltages
were not observed when the field was applied along the x and z

axes, which confirms the SSE scenario. When a 3 nm metal Cu

layer is inserted between Pt and YIG to eliminate the magnetic
proximity effect between YIG and Pt, still a spin current can
pass without remarkable dissipation, as proven by the ISHE
voltage observed in this case. However, once a 3 nm insulator
MgO layer is inserted to block JS from YIG, the ISHE voltage
completely disappears. These results confirm that the voltage is
induced by JS injected from YIG. This voltage does not come
from Pt or YIG alone, which could be proven by the absence
of the voltage in YIG/Cu and Si-SiO2/Pt reference samples.

When we changed the heating electrode from C to A,
TB,A, T1,A, T4,A and TB,C, T1,C, T4,C represent the tem-
peratures of points B, 1, 4 when heating A and C re-
spectively; TB,A+C, T1,A+C, and T4,A+C represent the tem-
peratures of points B, 1, and 4 when heating A and
C simultaneously. T1,C = T4,A, TB,A = TB,C, and T1,A+C =
T4,A+C due to the geometrical symmetry. So the ISHE volt-
age VISHE,A = S1(TB,A − T4,A) = VISHE,C = S1(TB,C − T1,C),
where S1 = 1

2θPtηYIG-Pt(LPt/dPt)SS, θPt is the spin Hall angle
of Pt, ηYIG-Pt is the spin injection efficiency, LPt/dPt is the
aspect ratio and SS is the spin Seebeck coefficient [9]. The
ISHE voltage is almost the same when changing the heating
electrode from C to A, as shown in Fig. 2(b). When heating
A and C at the same time, the ISHE voltage is enhanced
due to higher temperature gradient: VISHE,A+C = S1(TB,A+C −
T4,A+C) = S1(TB,A+C − T1,A+C) [Fig. 2(b)].

We also measured the VISHE-IH curves with fields along the
y axis larger than HS of YIG (± 20 Oe) and then obtained
the difference between them, namely spin dependent ISHE
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) H dependence of VISHE in YIG/Pt(10 nm), YIG/Cu(3 nm)/Pt(10 nm), YIG/MgO(3 nm)/Pt(10 nm), YIG/Cu(10
nm), and Si-SiO2/Pt(10 nm) samples. (b) H dependence of VISHE for heating A or C respectively, and simultaneously heating A and C in the
YIG/Pt(10 nm) sample. (c) H dependence of VISHE for different IH in electrode C in the YIG/Pt(10 nm) sample. (d) IH dependence of VISHE

and fitting curves for heating A or C in the YIG/Pt(10 nm) sample.

voltages: VISHE = V (+Ms) − V (−Ms). Figures 2(c) and 2(d)
show the relationship between ISHE voltages and heating
currents: VISHE ∝ I 2

H ∝ ∇T , which confirms that the ISHE
signal is thermal related. Also the VISHE-IH curves nearly
coincide after changing the heating electrode from C to A.

Furthermore, we changed the spin current detector Pt with
the exchange bias structure, Cu(5 nm)/NiFe(5 nm)/IrMn(12
nm)/Ta(5 nm), and heated the electrode C with IH = 15 mA.
The heating current generates ∇T not only in YIG, but also in
electrode B, which induces a PNE voltage in NiFe. By using
the exchange bias structure, magnetization reversals of NiFe
and YIG are separated, as can be seen in Fig. 1(d). As a result,
ISHE (related to magnetization of YIG) and PNE (related to
magnetization of NiFe) are separated as well. As shown in
Fig. 3(a), a 500 nV PNE voltage is observed and the center
field of the PNE curve locates at 120 Oe. This shift field is
smaller than the HEB from M-H curves for two reasons: one
is that the film is patterned, and another is that the temperature
of the electrode B increases when heating C.

It is especially attractive that a 250 nV VISHE is observed
near zero magnetic field and the voltage saturates at a field
less than 10 Oe, which is similar to the signal in the YIG/Pt
sample. Also the sign of the ISHE voltage in NiFe is the
same as that in Pt. Transport properties only depend on
the magnetization of NiFe, because YIG is an insulator.
Anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) and planar Hall effect
(PHE) reflect the magnetization state of NiFe and share the
similar origin with PNE. AMR and PHE only have signals near
150 Oe, and do not have obvious signals near 0 Oe. Especially

PHE almost has the same curve as PNE; the only difference is
that one is from the electric current, and the other is from the
thermal current. These prove that the signal near 0 Oe is not
from PNE in NiFe, but from ISHE in NiFe induced by SSE in
YIG, which can also be confirmed by M-H curves in Fig. 1(d).

When the thickness of inserted Cu varies from 3 to 10
nm, three changes emerge as follows: (1) VISHE decreases
gradually and even disappears due to increased spin relaxation
in Cu [26] and decreased resistance of electrode B; (2) VPNE

decreases because the temperature gradient ∇T in NiFe also
decreases; (3) HEB of NiFe increases with thicker Cu because
the exchange coupling between NiFe and YIG weakens. On the
other hand, once a 3 nm insulator MgO layer is inserted, VISHE

disappears while VPNE still exists under the same precision, as
shown in Fig. 3(b), because thermal currents can still conduct
even in insulators, but spin currents cannot. These results also
confirm that the signal near 0 Oe is not from NiFe itself, as
ANE or PNE.

TB2,A, TB3,A and TB2,C, TB3,C represent the temperatures
of boundaries 2, 3 of electrode B when heating electrodes
A and C respectively; TB2,A+C, TB3,A+C represent the
temperatures of boundaries 2, 3 of electrode B when heating
A and C simultaneously. Due to the geometrical symmetry,
TB2,A = TB3,C, TB3,A = TB2,C, TB2,A+C = TB3,A+C.VISHE and
VPNE voltages satisfy the following equations: VISHE,A =
S2(TB,A − T4,A) = VISHE,C = S2(TB,C − T1,C), where S2 =
1
2θNiFeηYIG-Cu-NiFe(LNiFe/dNiFe)SS; VPNE,A = N (M)(TB2,A −
TB3,A) = −VPNE,C = −N (M)(TB2,C − TB3,C), where N (M)
is the simplified coefficient. When changing the heating
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) H dependence of ISHE, PNE, AMR, and PHE signals in the YIG/Cu(5 nm)/NiFe(5 nm)/IrMn(12 nm)/Ta(5 nm)
sample. (b) H dependence of VISHE and VPNE in YIG/x/NiFe(5 nm)/IrMn(12 nm)/Ta(5 nm) samples with different inserted layers x = Cu 3 nm,
Cu 5 nm, Cu 10 nm, and MgO 3 nm. (c) H dependence of VISHE and VPNE for heating A or C respectively, and simultaneously heating A and C
in the YIG/Cu(5 nm)/NiFe(5 nm)/IrMn(12 nm)/Ta(5 nm) sample.

electrode from C to A, VPNE is opposite in sign, while VISHE is
the same, as shown in Fig. 3(c). When heating A and C at the
same time, VISHE,A+C = S2(TB,A+C − T4,A+C) = S2(TB,A+C −
T1,A+C), VPNE,A+C = N (M)(TB2,A+C − TB3,A+C) = 0. By
eliminating ∇T along y axis in NiFe, VPNE in NiFe could
nearly be canceled, while VISHE is enhanced because of the
enhanced ∇T in YIG. In this way, we succeed in directly
detecting the pure VISHE in NiFe without the influence of
VPNE from NiFe itself [Fig. 3(c)]. Besides, ∇T along the
z axis in NiFe will be also enhanced when simultaneously
heating A and C. Even in this case, ANE voltages in NiFe are
not observed, indicating that ∇T along the z axis in NiFe is
negligibly small.

To further illustrate ISHE in NiFe, we measured the IH

dependence of VISHE and VPNE, as shown in Fig. 4. The center
field of the PNE curve corresponds to HEB of NiFe, and it de-
creases with increasing IH, as shown in Fig. 4(a), because HEB

in the FM/AFM structure usually decreases with increasing
temperature, and even drops to zero at blocking temperature.

Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the IH dependence of VPNE

[V (+250 Oe)–V (+20 Oe)] and VISHE [V (+10 Oe)–V (−10
Oe)] respectively; they are both proportional to I 2

H, confirming
their thermal dependence. VPNE is opposite in sign when
we changed the heating electrode from C to A, while VISHE

remains unchanged. This difference also confirms that these
two signals should come from different origins: one from PNE
in NiFe, and another from ISHE in NiFe induced by SSE in
YIG. By simultaneously heating A and C, as shown in Fig. 4(e),
enhanced pure VISHE is observed, while VPNE from NiFe itself
is totally eliminated.

To quantitatively analyze the spin Hall angle θSH of NiFe,
we measured the P dependence of VISHE in YIG/Pt(10 nm) and
YIG/Cu(5 nm)/NiFe(5 nm)/IrMn(12 nm)/Ta(5 nm) samples, as
shown in Fig. 4(f). ISHE induced charge currents, VISHE/R =
βθSHP , where R is the resistance of electrode B. We suppose
the coefficient β that expresses the efficiency from thermal
currents to spin currents in electrode B is the same in these
two samples. By linear fitting VISHE/R-P curves, the relative
spin Hall angle θSH(NiFe)/θSH(Pt) ≈ 0.98. By using θSH(Pt)
= 0.1 [27], we obtain θSH(NiFe) = 0.098, which is at the same
order as θSH(NiFe) = 0.02 measured by spin pumping [28].
These results show that NiFe almost has a spin Hall angle
comparable to Pt. In fact, previous works have suggested strong
SOC in 3d transition metals [29,30] and connected ISHE with
AHE in a ferromagnetic metal (CoFeB) through the Mott
relation [19]. Strong SOC and ferromagnetic order in NiFe
should contribute to the large θSH. By using the exchange bias
structure, investigating SHE and ISHE in ferromagnetic metals
will become more feasible. As heavy metals with strong SOC,
ferromagnetic metals become another promising candidate for
detecting spin currents.

In conclusion, first a spin current in NiFe is generated
by SSE in YIG, and then is detected by charge signals
due to ISHE. The NiFe/IrMn exchange bias structure was
used to separate ISHE and PNE in NiFe, and inserted
Cu can decouple the exchange coupling and rule out the
possible magnetic proximity effect between NiFe and YIG,
allowing us to observe a pure ISHE signal. By simulta-
neously heating electrodes on both sides of electrode B,
which can eliminate the in-plane temperature gradient in
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a)–(e) were measured in the YIG/Cu(5 nm)/NiFe(5 nm)/IrMn(12 nm)/Ta(5 nm) sample. We used the magnetic field
ranges ±1000 Oe and ±50 Oe to measure the signal in (a) and (b) respectively. Panel (a) shows the H dependence of VISHE and VPNE for
different IH in electrode C, and (b) shows the pure H dependent VISHE due to the small field range. (c),(d) IH dependence and fitting curves of
VPNE and VISHE for heating electrode A or C respectively. (e) H dependence of pure VISHE for different IH in both electrodes A and C. (f) Heating
power P dependence of VISHE/R in YIG/Pt(10 nm) and YIG/Cu(5 nm)/NiFe(5 nm)/IrMn(12 nm)/Ta(5 nm) samples.

NiFe, PNE from NiFe itself is eliminated, while only ISHE
remains. By fitting the VISHE/R-P curves, we obtain a
large spin Hall angle (0.098) in NiFe. This work is crucial
to unambiguous confirmation of the existence of ISHE in
ferromagnetic metals and also to the applications of FM-based
ISHE.
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